Kostas Grigoreas
November Mood - for guitar

For a single performer
November mood

to Ioanna

for Guitar

Kostas Grigoreas

Allegretto calmo e rítmico \( \frac{3}{4} \) \( \text{= 108} \)
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poco meno mosso $\frac{3}{4} = 162$

\[ \text{f} \]

\[ \text{pp} \]

\[ \text{mf} \]

\[ \text{p} \]

(rall per finire ..................)

Fine \( \frac{3}{4} \)

\[ \text{tempo libero} \]

\[ \text{Tempo primo $\frac{3}{4} = 168$} \]

\[ \text{D.S. al Fine} \]